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INTRODUCTION

This progress report describes the work of the George

Washington University (GWU) nuclear theory group during the
period 1 September 1989 to 31 August 1990 under DOE Grant

No, DE-FG05-86-ER40270. The GWU nuclear theory group during
this period was composed of s ix faculty members: D.R.
Lehman (P.I. of DOE grant), H. Haberzettl, E. Harper, L.
Maximon, W.C. Parke, and F. Prats. One graduate student,
John Woloschek, is working under the direction of Professor
Lehman. Outside collaborators with the group during this
year were B.F. Gibson of Los Alamos National Laboratory, A.
Fonseca of the U. of Lisbon, Y. Koike of Hosei University,
and W. Sandhas of the U. of Ponn.

The format of the Progress Report is as follows:

1. Papers published, papers submitted for publication, and
papers in preparation;

2. Invited talks at Conferences;

3. Invited talks at Universities and Laboratories;
4. Posters contributed;
5. Visitors to the group; and
6. Research progress by topic,

PAPERS PUBLISHED

H. Haberzettl, "Separable expansion for the two-body T
matrix based on a nonsingular scattering equation" Phys
Rev. C4_O0,1147(1989).

D.P. Heddle and L.C. Maximon, "Differences in straggling for
positrons and electrons", Phys. Rev. C4_,1632(1989),
C4__1,1320(E)(1990)

Chr. von Ferber, H. Haberzettl, and W. Sandhas, "Calculating
deuteron photodisintegration amplitudes using nonsingular
scattering equations", Phys. Rev. C40,1923(1989).

D.R. Lehman and W.C. Parke, "Angular Reduction in

Multiparticle Matrix Elements"_ J. Math. Phys. 300,2797
(1989).

E.A. Bartnik, H. Haberzettl, and W. Sandhas, "Comment on
'Unified treatment of bound-state and scattering problems'",
Phys. Rev. C4_!1,398(1990)o
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PAPER IN PRESS

L.C. Naximon, "On the evaluation of the integral

I_._' (k,k ' ) = I J_(kr) J_ (k' r) r 2 dr ",

J. Math Phys. 3__i,in press (1990).

PAPERS SUBMITTED

H. Haberzettl and U. Kerwath, "Comment on 'Triton model
calculation test of the Bonn W,matrlx rank-one

approximation'", submitted to Phys. Hey. C.

H. Haberzettl, "Calculating three-body binding energies

using the W matrix: Proof of a variational principle",

submitted to Phys. Rev. C.

PAPERS IN PREPARATION

D.R. Lehman and B.F. Gibson, "Formalism underlying the A=4 A

hypernuclei l+ equations", to be submitted to Few-Body
Systems.

W.C. Parke, Y. Koike, D.R. Lehman, and L.C. Maxim_n,
"0uality of the SH wave function as obtained for the Paris

potential with the EST expansion", to be submitted to Phys.
Rev. C.

INVITED TALKS AT CONFERENCES

D.R. Lehman, "Asymptotic normalization constants in few-body
systems: D-wave", Invited Talk, Western Regional Nuclear and
Particle Conference, Lake Louise, Alberta, Canada, 16-18

February 1990.

D.R. Lehman, "Evidence for and explicaticn of the D-state in

few-nucleon systems", Invited Talk, PARIS 90, Seventh
International _nference on Polarization Phenomena in

Nuclear Physics, 9-13 July 1990; to be published in the
proceedings.
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INVITED TALKS AT UNIVERSITIES AND LABORATORIES

D.R Lehman, "Asymptotic normalization constants in few-body
systems: S-wave", Invited Seminar, University of
Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory, 15 February 1990.

D.R. Lehman, "Coincidence reactions and the three-body
structure of 6Li", Invitec_ Talk, Saskatoon Accelerator
Laboratory Users Meeting, Lake Louise, Alberta, Canada., 18
February.

CONTRIBUTED PAPERS OR POSTERS

L.C. Maximon, "Theoretical aspects of Tagged Photon
Facilities", Proceedings of the 7th Seminar on
Electromagnetic Interactions of Nuclei at Low and Medium
Energies, Moscow, USSR, 1990.

C.R. Chen, D.R. Lehman, and W.C. Parke, ,,4He(d,w)6Li
Polarization Observables", presented at the Gordon Research
Conference on Photonuclear Reactions, 5-.10 August 1990.

A.C. Fo_seca and D.R. Lehman, "iH(d,_)aHe Polarization
Observables from a Faddeev Continuum Calculation", presented
at the Gordon Research Conference on Photonuclear Reactions,
5-I0 August 1990.

VISITORS TO THE GWU NUCLEAR THEORY GROUP

Hans J. Weber z Benjamin F. Gibson
Institute of Nuclear and Theory Group

Particle Physics Los Alamos National Lab.
University of Virginia Los Alamos, NM 87545
Charlottesville, VA 22901 6-8 December 1989
29 September 1989 18 April 1990

Vitaly Efimov Natsui Yoshiko

School of Physics and Astronomy' Faculty of Technology
University of Minnesota Tokyo University of
Minneapolis, MN 55455 Agriculture and
7 December 1989 Technology

Koganei, Tokyo 184, JAPAN
8-12 January 1990

Antonio Fonseca* Arkadii B. Migdal *
Centro de Fisica Nuclear L.D. Landau Insititute of

Av. Gama Pinto 2 Theoretical Physics
1699 Lisbon, PORTUGAL Moscow, USSR

29 January - 6 February 1990 9 February 1990
and 9 February 1990
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Ana 1_,Iro* Yasuro Kolke _

Cen.tro de Fislca Nuclear Dept. of Phy6ios

Av. Gama Pinto 2 Hosel University
1699 Lisbon, PORTUGAL 17-i, 2-ohome FuJ iml

23-27 Aprll 1990 Chiyoda-ku

Tokyo i02, JAPAN

20 August - 8 September
1990

*Travel expenses reimbursed in full or part by DOE grant.
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RESEAI.C_I PROGRESS BY TOPIC
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TOPIC: Three-Nucleon Rearrangement, Breakup, and
Photodisintegration Reactions.

INVESTIGATORS: H. Haberzettl, T.N. Frank (U. of Bonn), Th.
Januschke (U. of Bonn), C.B. Kuhl (U. of
Bonn), and W. Sandhas (U. of Bo_n) .

OBJECTIVE: To calculate three-nucleon scattering data with
realistic potentials using the W-matrix
prescription for the two-body input.

SIGNIFICANCE: The exact calculation of three-nucleon
scattering processes requires advanced
computational fsoilities and large amounts of
computing time, in particular, if one uses
realistic nucleon-nucleon forces. In many
circumstances, however, one would like to have
a method which allows one to get reasonably
accurate results relatively fast and
inexpensively, e.g., if one wants the
theoretical predictio_s to serve as a
guideline for choosing experimental
configurations. Using the semi-.realistic
Malfliet-Tjon potentials, the separable
approximation of the two-body T matrix
following from its W-matrix representation was
shown to provide such a simplified approach,
with the corresponding three-body results
agreeing extremely well with the exact
caloulations]-S. The extension and
corroboration of these findings for more
realistic interactions is of great practical
importance.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: Much progress has been achieved
regarding the feasibility of three-body bound state
calculations within the W-matrix approach. Following the
findings of Ref. 2, the adopted procedure for calculating
these binding energies has been to search for a minimum of
the blndlng energy as a function of the negative-energy W-
matrix parameter k. lt was conjectured in Ref. 2 that the
feasibility of this method was dGe to an underlying
variational principle and that this procedure guaranteed an
optimal value for the binding energy bounded from below by
the corresponding exact result. All our test calculations
(using the Nalfllet-TJon, Paris, and Bonn potentials) had
borne out our conjecture. Moreover, a_ recent c_unter-
example4 by Gibson, Pearce, and Payne indlcating a violation
of this variational principle for the Reid-soft--core
interaction was subsequently shown by us s to be in error.

In addition, most recently, on the theoretlcal side a break--
through was achieved with a mat]_ematlcal proof showing that,
indeed, there exists a variational principle which explains
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our findings, thus putting our adopted minimum procedure for
calculating three-nucleon binding energies on a solid
theoretical foundation. A manuscript 6 detailing the proof
wa_ submitted for publication. The proof consists in an
investigation of bounds on the eigenvalues of the energy-
dependent Sturmian functions as employed within a Hilbert
Schmidt expansion; it makes essential use of the expansion
of the remainder term of the W-matrix representation of the
two-body T matrix as put forward in _ef. 7. The proof is of
fairly general nature, and one outcome of it is that the
variationalprinciple is applicable not Just to the W-matrix
approach, but to all well-defined separable expansions of
the two-body T matrix which have a block-diagonal structure
and which are controlled by a free parameter. Furthermore,
it also explains the empirical fielding why binding energy
values obtained with the Hilbert-Schmidt expansion converge
monotonically towards the exact result,

As far as the variational parameter k is concerned, it is
found that the minimum procedure for the bindingenergy
calculations determines k completely only if one restricts
oneself to constant values of k, as had been done in the
investigations of Refs. 2-5 for reasons of simplicity. This
restriction, however, is by no means necessary. It is
obvious that at negative two-body energies one may allow for
an energy dependence of k, k=k(E). While this additional
freedom does not seem to matter in binding energy
calculations, i.e., choosing k as a (reasonable) function of
the energy rather than a constant dees net significantly
alter the optimal values achieved, our investigations
suggest that for certain scattering observables it may
actually be of considerable importance for improving the
results. Of course, in orderto be able to exploit this
additional freedom fully and make it viable independently of
whether there exist benchmark solutions or not, one needs a
criterion to distinguish various functional forms from one
another. Clearly, the optimal binding energy values alone,
having been found insensitive to different functions k=k(E),
are no longer adequate in this respect. We have found in our
investigations that a certain variant of the Schmidt norm of
the kernel of the three-body scattering equations seems to
provide such an independent criterion. With its help, we are
able to choose k(E) such that the separabl_ part of the W-
matrix representation is optimized muclL beyond what is
achievable with a constant choice for k, thus drastically
minimizing 7ossible effects of the neglected remainder.
Moreover, it turns out that the optimal functional form k(E)
fol!owing from this procedure is fairly independent of the
actual two-body interaction used, suggesting that it is
determined almost exclusively by the kinematical structure
of the three-body kernel. Our results in this respect are
not quite finalized yet, but if these findings withstand
further scrutiny, they would be of significant practical
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importance. A manuscript explaining this part of our work
will be completed within the next few weeks s,

As to the detailed numerical results for rearrangement
scattering reactions obtained so far, we have recently

concluded a completo set of five-channel calculations for
all independent three-body observables. Employing the Paris
int0eractions and exploiting the aforementioned freedom in
choosing k=k(.E), it was found that within the respective
n_Lmerical errors, our W-matrix results are in complete
agreement with published values 9 from the Bochum group using
a Pade solution of the two-dimensional Faddeev equations. A
manuscript on our findings is in the planning stagel0_ Also,
the numerical investigations up to a total subsystem angular
momentum J_-2 are progressing well. The code has been set up
a_d is currently undergoing a thorough testing stage. We
expect to have definitive numerical results within the next
few months _, Currently, we are also discussing the
feasibility of extending our calculations up to J_,3. The
limitations in this respect stem from the availability of
computing resources, not from our code. The code is capable
of handling any value for J; in principle, therefore, we
could even go to still higher angular momenta. Concurrently
with these investigations for the Paris interactions, we
have begun calculations with the Bonn boson-exchange
potentials. For the latter interactions, we expect to
proc]uce definitive numerical results at about the same time

the testing phase with the Paris potential will be
concluded.

For breakup calculations, we have extended the existing code
for s-wave two-body input used to produce the results of

l_ef. 3 to accommodate higher, partial waves, At the moment,
the code is being tested using the five-channel half-on-
shell rearrangement T matrices obtained with the Paris
potentials. By the time the rearrangement tests are
finalized (see above) we also expect the breakup code to be
i_ working order, capable of treating also higher subsystem
angular momenta. Production runs will then follow within a
very short period of time,

In view of all the other details of _ this extensive project,
we have not pushed ahead with the conversion of the existing
s-wave cod,_ for three-nucleon photodisintegration processes
to higher partial waves. This will be undertaken once the
te_3ting phase for the rearrangement and breakup codes is
completed.

This project presumably will be completed within the next
year.

, . "Two-body1 E.A Bartnik, H. Haberzettl, and W Sandhas,
bound state problem and nonsingu.lar scattering equations",
Phys. l_ev. _344,1520(1986).
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2 E,A. Bartnik, H, Haberzettl, Th, Januschke, U, Kerwath,
and W. Sandhas, "Neutron-deuteron scattering calculations
with W-matrix representation of the two-body input" Phys, J

Rev, C3_66,1678( 1987),

3 T.N, Frank, H, Haberzettl, Th, Januschke, U. Kerwath, and
W, Sandhas, "Neutron-deuteron breakup calculations wS.th W-
matrix representation of the two-body input" Phys Rev
03__8.8,ii12(1988) ,

4 B.F. Gibson, B.C, Pearoe, and G.L, Payne, "Tl, iton model
calculation test of the Bonn W-matrix rank-one
approximation" Phys Rev 040,2877(1989)

5 H Haberzettl and U. Kerwath, "Comment on 'Triton model
calculation test of the Bonn W-matrix rank-one
approximation'" su'bm_.tted to Phys Rev, C

6 H. Haberzettl, "Calculating three-body binding energies
using the W matrix, Proof of a variational principle"
submitted to Phys. Rev. _J,

'PS7 H, Itaberzettl, eparabie expansion for the two-body T
matrix based on a nonsingular scattering equation" Phys
Rev, C4_O0,1147(1989),

8 T.N. Frank, H. Haberzettl, and Th. Januschke, "Calculating
three-body observables using the W matrix: Choosing an
optimal variational parameter" in preparation

9 H. Witala, W. Gloeckle, and Th, Cornelius, Few-Body
Systems 3, 123(1988); Nucl. Phys, A808,1180(1990),

lo T.N. Frank, H. Haberzettl, Th, Januschke, and W. Sandhas,
"Results of five-channel three-nucleon scattering
calculations with W-matrlx representation of the Paris
potential" in preparation
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TOPIC: Four-Nucleon Rearrangement and Photodisintegration
Reactions.

INVESTIOATORS: H. ttaberzettl, U, Kerwath (U. of Bonn), W.
Sandhas (U. of Bonn), and S. Sofianos (U. of
South Africa).

OBJECTIVE: To calculate four-nucleon scattering data from
an exact four-body theory using the W-matrix
prescription for the two- and three-body input.

SIGNIFICANCE: Owing to the numerical complexity of the
problem, four-body scattering calculations so

far have only been undertaken for very simple
Yamaguchi-type separable interactions.
Moreover, except for some calculations at
very low energies (i.e., below the lowest
breakup threshold), thedynamics of the
required three-body subsystem amplitudes was
never taken into account fully: for processes
above the lowest breakup threshold existing
investigations always resorted to a K-matrix
approximation for these amplitudes, and
therefore entirely neglected all
contributions from channels containing
asymptotically unbound clusters. The present
project will subject both the two- and three-
body subamplitudes to a W-matrixl-3
treatment. Thus, not only will all channels
be taken into account, but, by construction,
it will be done in a way that preserves the
full off-shell unitarity of the respective
subsystem dynamics. The interactions to be
used will be the semi-realistic Malfliet-TJon
I and III potentials. This _pproach,
therefore, goes a significant step beyond
previous investigations.

DESCRIPTION OF PHOGB_]SS: Not much progress has been
achieved beyond what was reported in last year's progress
report. The reason for it is simply a J,ack of manpower. Most
of the numerical work on this project had been done by U.
Kerwath at the University of Bonn, He was offered a
lucrative position by IBM and has decided to leave physics.
For the time being, therefore, this project is on hold until
we find a replacement.

This project will continue into the next year.

. . "Two-body1 E A Bartnik, H. Haberzettl, and W. Sandhas,
bound state problem and nonsingular scattering equations"
Phys, Rev, C34,1520(198G),
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, 2 E,A. Bartnik, H, I'aberzettl,. Th, J.anusohke, U, Ke_wath,
"Reand W, Sandhast utron-deuteron sca ttertn_ calculations

with W-matrix representation of the two-body input" Phys
Rev, 03._88,1678(1987), '

s T.N, Frank, H, Habe#zettl, Th, Janusohke, U, Kerwath, and
W, S_ndh_s, "Neutron-deuteron breakup calculations with W-
matrix representation of the two-b0dy input" Phys Rev

iils(1988),
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TOPIC: High accuracy comparison of electron and positron
scattering from nuclei

INVESTIGATOltS: L.C. Maximon, in collaboration with
experimentalists at the Nuclear Physics
Laboratory and Dept. of Physics, University

.

of Illinois at Urbana'Champaign, Urbana, IL;
DPhN/HE_ CEN Saclay,. France ; CERI-CNRS,
Orleans, France; Dept. of Physics,
University of Basel, Switzerland

OBJECTIVE: To provide the theoretical cross sections Which
are needed for a l_ighly accurate analysis of the
elastic scattering of electrons and positrons
from nuclei at 450 MeV. These include Coulomb

corrections to Landau straggling, thick target
bremsstrahlung, and the Schwinger radiative
correction, aS well as multiple soft photon
emission i_ the case of the Schwinger
correction.

SIGNIFICANCE: The present experiment, in which electron and
positron beams having the same energy and
emittance are scattered from both light and
heavy nuclei, permits us to understand the
limits of validity of the standard
description of the electron-nucleus
interaction. This description approximates
the scatterin_ process by the exchange of a
single hard photon with a static nuclear
charge and current density and uses partial
wave analysis for elastic scattering and DWBA
for inelastic scattering. This experiment
also provides information on the importance
of dispersive effects, which are not taken
into account by the standard description;
they require the exchange of at least two
virtual photons.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: A short article describing the
experiment and its analysis is currently being prepared. Our
goal fs to finish this manuscript and submit it for
publication in October 1990.
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TOPIC: Integrals over products of Bessel functions

INVESTIGATOR: L.C. FIaxlmon

OBJECTIVE: To ievaluate integrals over the product of two
spherical Bessel functions in a form suitable
for application to nuclear physics problems,
i.e. , In terms of dlstrlbutlons such as the
delta function andstep function, and familiar
functions of matllematical physics, such as
Legendre functlons.

SIGNIFICANCE: In both atomic and nuclear physics, the
partial wave decomposition of wave functions
and operators in matrixelements results in
integrals over the product of spherical
Bessel functions. The integral had direct
application to the calculation of multipole
moments of few-body systems in momentum
space.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: A technique for separating the
delta functions from the integral was developed; the
remaining part could then be evaluated by a limiting
procedure from known results in terms of hypergeometric
functions, lt was then shown that these could all be written

in terms of Legendre functions of the first and second kind.
An internal report was prepared, and a paper submitted for
publication to the Journal of Mathematical Physics has been
accepted.
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TOPIC: D-state components in 4He.

INVESTIGATORS: D.R. Lehman, W,C. Parke, A. Raskin, and E.
Tomus iak

OBJECTIVE: Solve the four-nucleon bound state equations
including the NN tensor force.

SIGNIFICANCE: Due to the intrinsic difficulty in an exact
treatment of the four-body problem, as yet,
only one calculation (Fonseca) goes beyond
Incluling only the S-wave NN interactions in
the calculation of the 4He ground-state
binding energy and wave function, but this
work is limited to simple rank'l separable
interactions. 1 On the other hand, separable
expansion techniques or 'realistic' local
interactions have been shown to be a viable
alternative to direct local potential
calculations, but with the advantage of
giving a more tractable calculational
formalism. Thus, the tools now exist to go
beyond the work of Fonseca and carry out an
exact four-body bound-state calculation that,
involves 'realistic' two-nucleon iteractlo_s.

Since we already know that thetensor
component of the NN interaction plays a
significant _ole in the three-body bound
state configuration, it definitely should be
included in any realistic four-body
calculation of 4He. Once this has been

accomplished with the best phenomenological
two-nucleon interactions available, it should
then be possible to understand better the D-
state structure of the alpha-partlcle by
calculatlon of the D to S asymptotic-
normallzatlon-constant ratio for 4He _ d + d.
To date, the related DWBA parameter, D2, has
been extracted from experiment. 2 Though the
sign cf D2 is determined to be negative, its
magnitude remains uncertain.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: We began the project this summer
at the Gordon Conference on Photonuclear Reactions by
setting up the framework for the calculation and by starting
the derivation of the coupled integral equations. We expect
to do much of the derivation and calculation in two parallel
groups. In thls way, we can make cross-checks at each
stage. We intend to make the results extendible to
arbitrary rank potentials such as the PEST representatlons, 3
or the Koike expansions for local potentlals. 4
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i B,F. Gibson and D.R. Lehman, Phys. Rev. CI_88,1042(1978);
ibid. CI_44.,685(1976); ibid. CI___55,2257(1977);A.C. Fonseca,
Phys. Rev. C4__q0,1390(1989); Nucl. Phys A508,141c(1990).

2 B.C. Karp_ E.J. Ludwig, W.J. Thompson, and F.D. Santos,
Phys. Rev, Lett. 63,1619(1984); J,A. Tostevin, Phys. Rev,
C2_8_8j961(1983); F.D. Santos, Prog. Theor. Phys.
ZO,1679(1983).

s j. Haidenbauer and W. Plessas, PhYs. Rev, C 3__q0,1822(1984).

4 y. Koike, private coml_unication.
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TOPIC: _ + d --) 6Li + _ Scattering Cross Section and _
Polarization ObserVables at Low Energies.

INVESTIGATORS: C,R. Ghen, D.R. Lehman, and W.0, Parke,

OBJECTIVE: To calculate the cross section and polarization
observaSles for the reaction _ + d --) 6Li +
using consistent three-body dynamics in both the
initial and final states.

SIGNIFICANCE: The understanding of photocapture of alpha
particles on deuterons has importance in
both astrophysics and nuclear physics.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: The capture reaction 2H(_,_)6Li at
low incident _ energies has been a focus of interest to both
astrophysicists and nuclear physicists.1 The value of the
cross section below center-of-mass energies of about 2 MeV
is important in determining the abundance of 6Li from the
standard big-bang model and from cosmic ray generation. The
reaction is also clearly important in a controlled-fusion
plasma. The analysis of the gammas could be used to
determine the plasma temperature,2

Measurements at center-of-mass energie_ from 1 to 8 MeV have
been made, showing a cross section between 4 and 100
nanobarns which is apparently dominated by an E2 direct
capture mechanism. 3 Another series of measurements closer
to the reaction threshold has been proposed.2

Besides the cross-sectlon measurement, there has been recent
interest in using radiative capture of polarized deuterons
on the alpha partlcle4 to get a handle on the D-state
component in 6Li, especially the sign of the D to S
asymptotlc-normallzatlon-constant ratio for 6Li _ _ + d.
Hopefully, such information will shed light on the
underpinnings of the difficult-to-predict electric
quadrupole moment of 6Li. Experiments at Duke studying the
reaction 4He(d,T)6Li are imminent.5

As yet, there is no fundamental and self-conslstent
calculation of the photocapture reaction, although there
have been several effective two-body calculations
published. 4 A three-body calculation for both the incoming
and outgoing nuclear wave functions, using the same two-body
interactions in the continuum and bound state would satisfy
self-conslstency. This approach has already been successful
in the case of the calculation for the two-body and three-
body photodisintegration of SH and SHe.6 Moreover, use of a
three-body continuum wave function in the initial state

would mean that the 6Li(3+) resonance is automatically
included in the sd continuum. This state enhances the
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reaction cross section by almost two orders of magnitude
near threshold (at about 700 keV in the center-of-mass),

We are currently engaged in a full three-body derivation
with the bound-state and ir_coming scattering states both
determined by the same fundamental interactions, As a first

step, we have projected the exact ES three-body Born term
for the reaction amplitude into an effective two--body model
Born term, including contributions from the finite size of
the deuteron, e,g_ the deuteron quadrupole moment, We will
then be prepared to compare effective two-body models that
have consistent initial and final states with the full

three.body calculation to see the effects of three-body
dynamics, Our results already show that the contribution to
the reaction cross section can be sensitive to the

quadrupole moment of the deuteron, paI, ticularly at center of
mass energies which probe the radial node in the _-d wave

function (this node coming from the underlying Pauli
exclusion principle for the nucleons in the two clusters),7
We have also calculated the tensor analyzing power T2o, As
expected, this polarization observable is controlled by the
D-state components in the _-d system, with the deuteron
quadrupole term swamping the measured value near 90o, even
at center-of-mass energies of 4 MeV.

1 D.N. Schramm and R.V, Wagoner, Annu, Rev. Nucl. Sci,
2_7T,37(1977); R,G,H. Robertson e__t, al,, Phys, Rev, Lett,
4__7,1867( 1981 ).

2 E. Cecil, private communication,

s 0,K,K. Liu, H, Kanada, and Y.C. Tang, Phys. Rev. G
333,1561(1988),

4 K, Langanke, Nucl, Phys. A 48__77,3SI(1986); K, Langanke and
C. Rolls, Z. Phys. A 32___85,193(1986);R. Crespo, A.M. Eiro,
and F,D. Santos, Phys. Rev. 3_99,305(1989); R. Crespo, A.M.
Eiro, and J.A. Tostevln, preprint.

s H. Weller, private communication.

6 B.F, Gibson and D.R. Lehman, Phys. Bey. C I_I,29(1975);
ibid. 13,477(1976).

v C,R. Chen, D,R. Lehman, and W,C. Parke, "4He(d,_)6Li
Observables" Gordon Research Conference on Photonuclear
Eeactions, Tilton, New Hampshire, 1990.
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TOPIC: A Study of Pion Elastlc and Gharge-Exchan_e
Scattering from the Bound Trlnucleon,

II_ESTIGATOR: E, Harper

OBJEGTIVE: To study the possibility of extractlng
information relating to the three-nucleon bound
state and/or the plon-nucleon interaction in the
presence of other nucleons,

SIGNIFICANCE: Pion-nucleus scattering calculations are
usually carried out by derivlng an optical
pion-nucleus potential calculated with the
use of nuclear shell-model wave functions I,
In the case of two- and three-nucleon
systems, it is feasible to make use of more
realistic descriptions of the nucleus, i e.,
wave functions obtained from solutions of the

Faddeev equations in the three-body case. I
am attempting to implement this procedure by
using wave functions derived previously from
the Bonn OBEP2. I intend to compare the
results obtained thereby wlth those resulting
from a calculation I propose to carry out
based on an effective two-body formulatlon of
the N-body problem due to Haberzettl and
Sandhas 3 .

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: I have obtained algebralc
expressions for the non-fllp and spln-fllp oontributlons to
the positive and negatlve plon-trlnucleon optical potential.
The potentials obtained are non-local and energy-dependent.
The usual treatments of the energy-dependence4 are not
satisfactory and I hope to make some improvements, In
addition, the expression obtained for the optlcal potential
is quite compllcated, Involvlng, in addltlon to sums over
the trinucleon and plon-nucleon partial w@ves, also sums
over internal an_ular momenta, lt is of Importance for
comparison with other representations of the problem that
these sums be tattled out accurately,

lt is usual to use the optical potentlal so obtained in a
Lippmann-Schwlnger equation in order to get a T-m_trlx from
which scatterlng and polarization observables may be
obtalnedS. I am conslderlng usin_ the W-matrlx
representation of the pion-nucleus T-matrlx usln_ the
methods of Haberzettl et al._ as an efflcient means of

arrlvin_ at a solution.

A.W. Thomas and R.H, Landau, Phys. Reports B_88,121(1980),
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2.K, Erkelenz, Phys,Reports 18____G,194(1974); R, H_ohleldt,
K, Hol'inde and Oh, Elster, Phys, Reports 14.___99,1(198T),

s H, Haberzettl and W, Sandhas, Phys,Rev,C2_,380(1981)i

4 Rill, Landau, Ann,Physi9._'2,205(19"tS); Fi Geffen, B, Bakker,
Hl Boel,sma, and R, va,n Wageningen, Nucl, Phys, A408,683
(198"t),

s A,K. Kerman, Hi HoHanus and R, Thaler, Ann, Phys,

8,8BI(i089),

6 E, B_rtnik, H, Haberzettl and W. Sandh_s, Phys, Rev.
C3__!4,1820(1986) ,
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TOPIC: Deutezon Photodisintegration in the energy region
300 ( E_ ( 700 MeV,

INVESTIGATOR: E, Harper

OBJECTIVE: _ To obtain a unified and systematic description
of the differential cross-section, photon
asymmetry and n_cleon polarization in the
photodisintegrstion of the deuteron at

intermediate and high photon energies starting
from a meson--exchange model of the N-N
interaction,

SIGNIFICANCE: This has been described in our last report
[DOE/ER/40270--17] p. 22,

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: The formalism outlined in the
above-mentioned report has been used to calculate deuteron

photodisintegi, ation. Though we obtain fair agreement with
the data for the differential cross-section, we get partial
agreement with the experimental data on the proton
polarization at 900 only by using a value for f1_NA well
outside the limits usually obtained for this coupling
constant. In addition, our results for the photon asymmetry
are in complete disagreement with experiment. This latter
disagreement indicates that our treatment of meson-exchange
currents is in error, If time permits, we hope to devote
some additional study to these problems.
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TOPIO: Long.-range behavior of tile effective nucleon-
deuteron interaction fol, the thr6e--nuoleon system

INVESTIGATOES: D,R, Lehman, L,0, Naximon_ Walid Younes
_senior undergraduate physics major at GNU),
and B,F, Gibson (Los Alamos National
Laboratory)

0BJEGTIVE: The aim of this work is to del'ire rigorously the
asymptotic behavior of the effective interaction
between a nucleon and deuteron within the bound
three-nucleon system.

SIGNIFICANCE: One aim in attempts to understand the low-
energy properties of the three-nucleon system is to
determine whether these properties can be understood within
the framework of two-body models with effective
interactions. Until recently, such two-body models have met
with no success. However, Tomio, Delfinc, and Adhikari, ,

recently published an analysis of the low-energy properties
of the three-nucleon system based on an ad-hoc effective
two-body interaction that has an -exp(-_r)/r2 long-range
tail which is essential for the success of the description.
In particular, the three-parameter potential is found to
predict correctly the value of the doublet p-d scattering
length obtained in exact three-body calculations and the
low-energy scattering length - bindix_g energy correlations
for both the n-d and p-d cases, after having been fit to the
3H and _He binding energies and the n-d doublet scattering
length. In an attempt to justify the long-range behavior of
the n-d effective interaction used by Tomio et al._, _
Delfino, Frederico, and Tomio_ have derived the asymptotic
behavior starting from a zero-range representation of the
three-nucleon bound-state wave function, The essence of
their approach is to project the bound-state wave function
with a nucleon-deuteron state (freely moving relative tc
each other) and then substitute this resulting two-body wave
function into the two-body Schrudinge_ equation to derive
the effective potential that would lead to that effective n-
d wave function. They find by '_his approach that the
effective n-d potential at large separation distances
behaves as -exp(-_r)/r3/2. Though their result differs from
that of Tomio et al, _,_, they argue that it is similar in
that both contain the qualitative feature of depending on a
range associated with the size of the deuteron, i,e,,
through _ and _. They also argue that their result must be
valid for any short-range interaction since it is based on
minimal assumptiol_s about the three-nucleon wave function,
i.e,, a zero-range form, However, it is particularly these
assumptions about the form of the three-nucleon wave
function whi(_h cast doubt on the reliability of their
conclusions, It is well known that in zero--range
approximation, the three-nucleon system has infinite binding
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snergy, 4 Historically, it was this fact that lead the early
workers on the two-nucleon interaction to the conclusion
that the two-nucleon interaction had a short, but finite,
range,' Therefore, it is important to attempt anothel,
approach towards deriving asymptotic behavior of the
effective n-d potential in the three-nucleon system,

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: The approach taken in the current
work is to begin from the three-body Sohrodinger equation
for the bound-state wave function without making specific
assumptions about the two,-nucleon interactions (possible
three-nucleon _nteractions are neglected), T_e equation is
projected with a bra state composed of a nucleon plus
deuteron moving freely relative to each other. The aim is
to obtain an equation for this effective n-d wave function,
i,e,, for the overlap amplitude of the n-d state and the
three-nucleon bound state, Except for the two terms
containing the potentials in the coordlnates that involve
the 'external' nucleon and one of the nucleons in the

deuteron, this falls out directly, In the latter 'permuted-
potential' terms, a complete set of nucleon-correlated pair
states is inserted to _ffeot the sought after equation, (The
correlated pair terms al,e the deuteron and an np scattering
state.) lt is then immediately apparent that we must deal
with a coupled set of effective two-.body equations, one
co_responding to the effective nucleon-deuteron wave
function end the other to the effective nucleon-hp-continuum
wave function, In the effective nucleon-deuteron wave
function equation, the interaction potential has a local
piece (if the underlying two-nucleon interactions are local)
that couples the effective nucleon-deuteron wave function to
itself, plus a piece that couples through a nonlocal (in
e_oitation energy) to the b_eakup channel, i.el to tna
effective nucleOn-hp-continuum wave function, P_io_ to this
yea_, we had completed a thorough study of the local pa_t of
the effective potential,

Ou_ aim in studyin_ the local pa_t of the n-d effective
potential was to dete_mlne its long,-_ange behavior, We
_i_st started with specific potentials that we_e
analytically t_aotable: I, Ze_o-_ange; _, Squa_e-well;
and S, Hulthen, Except fo_ the ze_o-_a, nge potential, we
immediately found that the otl_e_ two potentials lead to an
asymptotic behavio_ of -(constant) exp(-4_)/2 _, where the
binding energy of the deuteron defines _, i,e,, Bd=_/M,
Moreover, the 'constant' multiplyin@ the asymptotic fo_m is
known, Based on these analyses, it was then decided to
assume an a_bit_a_y sho_t _an_e two-nucleon Interaction,
e,g,, with Yukawa behavio_ at la_e separation distances, to
see if the _esult can be made potential independent, The
answe_ is that it can, The final expression has the above
fo_m with the constant bein_ determined by a pa_tloula_
inte_al ove_ the potential. The _ene_al _esult has been
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checked with the specific oases listed above and they have
been 1'eproduoed,

What have we learned from thls investigation so fa_,P
Firstly, and most importantly, we found that for the zero-
range potential the local-part of the effective interaction
is identically zero, Since it is expected, f1,om our cursory
study so far, that the nonlocal contribution to the

effective potential falls off differently and possibly more
rapidly asymptotically than the local piece, an__ddslnoe the
authors of Ref, 3 neglected this piece, this demonstrates
that the Ansatz used by these authors is invalid, Secondly,
if we forget about the nonlocal piece for the time being,
our result substantiates the adhoo assumption of Tomlo et
a_!,', _ as to the asymptotic behave,or of the effective
nucleon-deuteron potential, Moreover, the precise pa2ameter
to be used in the exponential is obtained, lt differs in
numerlcal value significantly (approximately a factor of 4
larger) from that found by the fits in Refs, i and 2, The
"magnitude" of the potential is explicitly given by the
multlpllcative constant, Thirdly, our asymptotic result and
the exact expresslon for the potential can be used in
combination to find at what separation distance the
asymptotic behavior begins to dominate, This has been done
numerically. Fourthly, in the appropriate Efimov limit 6,
i.e., when the deuteron binding energy (equivalently w)
approaches zero and r is _arge but smaller than i/wt we
would expect to find the sought after I/r2 tall that appears
to be essential for the explanation of the Efimov effecta_
So far, after much work this year, we have not yet been able
to recover the I/r _-behavlor, Our statement in last year's
progress report that we had succeeded in this derivation
turned out to be in error. As a consequence, we spent
conslderabie time this past year looklng at the next
oor_eotlon te_m to the effectlvs potential with no definite
conclusions to date. This work will continue with total
focus on the recovery of the Efimov 1/112 interaction from
our (_urrent formulation,

' L, Tomlo, A, Delflno, and S,K, Adhlkarl, Phys, Rev,
C305,441(1987).

2 S,K, Adhikarl, A.Delflno, and L, Tomlo, in Proceedings of
the International Workshop on Few-Body Approaches to
Nuclear Reactions in Tandem and Cyclotron Energy_.Re_ions,
edited by S.0ryu and T, Sawada (World-Solentifiu,
Singapore, (1987), p,02,

A, Delflno, T, Frederloo, and L, Tomlo, Phys, Rev,
C,3_, 11( 1988),

L.H. Thomas, Phys, Hey, 4__T.7,903(19_,8),

B H,A, Bethe and R,F, Bather, Rev, Nod. Phys. 8_,82(1930).
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TOPIC: Quadrupole Molnent of 6Li,

INVESTIGATORS: John Woloschek (Ph,D. student), and D.R,
Lehman.

OBJEGTIVE: To explain the quadrupole moment of "Li within
the framework of three-body models,

SIGNIFICANGE: The quadrupole moment of "Li is one of its
most difficult properties to predict, Its
small negative value seems to imply, within
the context of effective two-body (_-d)
modeis, a subtle interplay between the S- and
D-wave components of the "Li wave functlon.
Successful prediction of this observable
should lead to a deepest understanding of the
D-wave component of the "Li wave function,

DESGRIPTION OF PROGRESS: One aspect of our previous work'
on the elastic electromagnetic form factors of "Li was to
extract the quadrupole moment from the slope of the
quadrupole form factor as the electron momentum transfer
goes to zero, Unfortunately, this turned out to be &
numerically difficult problenl due to the fact that the
expressions for the form factors are flve-fold integrals.
Nevertheless, it appears that the three-body models predict
a positive quadrupole moment of =0,B e-fm = in contrast to
the experimental value of -0.0844±0.0007 e-fm 2, To get a
better grasp of this result, the alpha-deuteron-component
contrlbutlon to the quadrupole moment was extracted from the
three-body model. When only the alpha-deuteron contribution
is present, the "Li quadrupole moment essentially originates
f_om two terms: I.) The intrinsic quadrupole moment of the
deuteron reduced by the fraction of alpha-deuteron component
in the three-body wave function; and 8.) An interference
contribution that originates from the possibility of either
s-wave or d-wave relative motion between the alpha-p&rtlcle
and deuteron. In the three-body models, both these terms

2 Sare posltlvel However, it has been argued recently, , on
the basis of alpha-deuteron cluster models, that the
interference contribution must be neg_tlve. For this alpha-
deuteron-projected term to be negative in the three-body
models, it implies that the s-wave and d-wave effective
alpha-deuteron wave functions must have ppposlte signs,
especially &t large distances, This is not the ease; in
partlcular, the s-wave &nd d-wave alpha-deuteron asymptotic
normallz&tlon constants are of the same sign. As a
consequence, it emphasizes the Importance of h_vlng a
reliable experimental determln&tlon of the d-wave &Ipha-
deuteronasymptotlc norm, relative to the s-wave, to check
this predlotlon and to indicate the plausibility of the
alpha-deuteron cluster-model explanations of the "Li
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quadrupole moment. 5 Nevertheless, one must keep in mind
that the three-body wave functions also have the
contribution coming from the alpha-(correlated np pair in
the continuum) projection that makes up 35-40% of the norm.

As a consequence of the last point in the previous
paragraph, we first carried out a standard calculation of
the 6Li quadrupole moment, i.e., directly from the
quadrupole operator expectation value with the original
three-body ground-state wave functions. The aim was to
confirm the results extracted from the quadrupole form
factor extrapolations. We found that the previous results
are confirmed, i.e., the quadrupole moment does turn out to
be positive. We then improved the representation of the
3SI-3D_ np interaction used in generating the three-body
ground-state wave function. The np interaction uoderlying
the original three-body 6Li wave functions is that of
Yamaguchi-Yamaguchi4 which is known to give a poor
representation of the mixing parameter _ and the wrong sign
for the barred D-wave phase shift. Our first improvement
was to allow for an arbitrary-rank separable interaction so
that an interaction that gives a reasonable representation
of _ at low energies can be used. Interestingly, even with
an excellent representation of the np interaction, the EST
expansion of the Paris potential, 6 the quadrupole-moment
value is predicted to be positive with a magnitude of
approximately 0.5 e-fm 2. In addition, the s-wave anu d-wave
alpha-deuteron asymptotic normalization constants retain the
same sign though their values change somewhat compared to
the original models. Thus, the inadequacy of existing

three-body models in understanding the quadrupole moment of
6Li cannot be attributed to the simplicity of the original
np interaction. On further reflection and backed up by our
new calculations, this should not be surprising. Our new
calculations witL. the Paris interaction indicate that the
bulk of the quadrupole-moment value is already given by the
alpha-deuteron-projected piece, Joe. approximately 80%.
Thus, since the main component of the effective interaction
between the alpha and deuteron comes from the alpha-nucleon
interaction folded with the deuteron wave function, it
immediately becomes clear that the np interaction enters at
a secondary level.

With the above understanding at hand, we have returned to
the work of Merchant and Rowley 2 in an attempt to understand
more fully their conclusions. They imply that one only
requires the folded alpha-nucleon interaction to recover the
proper sign and rough magnitude of the 6L! quadrupole
moment. Our results, obtained within the context of exact
three-body dynamics seem to cast doubt on this conclusion.
In addition, we are now looking into the question of
inelasticity effects in the alpha-nucleon interaction. We
plan to repeat our calculations with alpha-nucleon
interactions that fit the phase.shifts and Inelasticities
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up to approximately 50 MeV. This will be accomplished by
considering the alpha-nucleon intsraction to be of a
coupled-chanrel form In one sense, this allows for the
distortion cf the alpha partircle, or in another sense,
allows for three-body forces within the three-body
framework, _

A. Eskandarian, D.R. Lehman, and W,C. Parke, Phys. R_v.
C3_88,2341(1988).

2 A.C. Merchant and N. Rowley, Phys. Lett. 150B,35(1985).
i

3 T. Nertelmeir and H.M. Hofmann, Nucl. Phys.
A459,387(1986).

4 y. Yamaguchi and Y. Yamaguchi, Phys. Rev 9_55,1635(1954).

5 R Crespo, A.M. Eiro, and F.D. Santos, Phys. Rev.
C39,305( 1989).

6 j. Haidenbauer and W. Plessas, Phys. Rev. C3__O0,1822(1984);
ibid, C322,1424(1985); J. Haidenbauer, Y. Koike, and W.
Plessas, Phys. Re_ _. C33,439(1986).
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TOPIC: Low-Energy (O_E_50 MeV) Two-Body
Photodisintegration of SHe and _H

INVESTIGATORS: D.R. Lehman, W.C. Parke, L.C. Haximon, A.C.
Fonseca (U, of Lisbon), and Y.Koike (Hosei
University, Tokyo),

OBJECTIVE: The scope of this program is to generate
theoretical predictions for the key observables
in the low-energy photodisintegration of 3He
from 'realistic' nucleon-nucleon interactions

like the Paris potential. Specifically, exact
Faddeev calculations (bound-state and continuum)
will be performed including the E1 and E2
operators and all components of the ground-state
wave function connected through these operators
to the allowable continuum states.

SIGNIFICANCE: Attainment of the above objective will permit
us to uncover the mechanism of the E2

rescattering effect and to examine D-state
effects in the disintegration process through
the data available on the polarization
observables.

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRESS: During the period of this progress
report three major accomplishments can be reported:

1. A paper is almost completed that describes our work on
generating the SH wave function with the EST expansionZ-3 of
the Paris putential. We reported on some of these results
last year. We have added to the results of last year's
calculation of the S- and D-wave asymptotic normalization

constants. They ar_ in excellent agreement with the results
of the Los Alamos gl up for the Paris potential. This gives
us complete confiden_ In our 3H wave function so obtained.

2. The above calculation of the SH wave function is based

on the sS_-SDz and zS0 components of the two-nucleon
interaction. As explained in our original proposal, it will
be necessary to include the P-wave components of the two-
nucleon interaction to check the role played by the D-wave
component in the ground-state wave function that is made up
of a pair of nucleons in a P-wave with the spectator nucleon
moving in a P-wave relative to the pair. As a consequence,
we have now written a code that allows us to include not

only the above stated partial waves of the two-nucleon
interaction, but the zPz, sP0, 3Pz, and sP2 components as
weil. We are currently testing this code by making
comparioons with a code that handles rank-I interactions

_rb_rary-rank interactions.
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3. We now have a working code that calculates all the
capture (photodlslntegratlon) observables assuming the
underlylng two-nucleon interaction is rank one and includes
only the iS0 and sSi-SD1 partial waves, while the
electromagnetic operator is pure El, 0f course, this is a
fully consistent Faddeev calculation for both the bound and
continuum states. Wehave calculated cross sections plus
vector and tensor analyzing powers for polarized deuterons.
These results were presented as a poster at the Gordon
Conference on Photonuclear Reactions this summer. Where
appropriate, all results are compared with existing data.
These comparisons make it clear that at least the E2
operator must be included to understand the angular
distributions of the cross sectlons and vector analyzing
powers. Interestingly, the tensor analyzing power T2o at
low energles is well described by the theory, As one moves
upward in energy, this agreement deteriorates, either
indicating a role for the E2 contributions and/or the P-wave
contributions to the D-state of the triton. Currently, we
are proceeding to te2t and check the current code in
preparation for including the P-wave components of the two-
nucleon interaction. Following successful inclusion of
these pieces of the amplitudes, we shall begin to generallze
the code to allow for higher-rank interactions in order to
carry out our original objective.

D.J. Ernst, C.M. Shakln, and R.M. Thaler, Phys. Rev. C8,
46(1973) ;ibid. C9, 1780(1974).

2 j. Haldenbauer and W. Plessas, Phys. Rev° C3__q0,1822(1984);
ibid. C32,1424(1985).

3 y. Koike and J. Haldenbauer, Nucl. Phys. A4_663,368c(1987);
J. Haldenbauer and Y. Kolke, Phys_ Rev. C3_44,1187(1987).






